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Igniting new possibilities through inspirational stories

Impact Report

Changing the world one
inspirational story at a time
Dear Access to Inspiration podcast listener,
2020 and then 50+ from over 20
These are not just random numbers. When the ﬁrst episode was recorded in January 2020,
there was no telling of how it would turn out. Today, with 50+ episodes, Access to inspiration
podcast is not only among the top 10% most popular podcasts but has interviewed guests
from over 20 countries.
How?
The diversity of the guests brings a ﬂow of amazing stories that have the power to
strengthen, shape and challenge our views of the world.
Why?
Access to Inspiration podcast aims to improve people’s lives by helping them to transcend
day to day challenges and reﬂect on what they are capable of achieving.
Global Team
It takes a global team effort across three continents to achieve our results. Thank you to
Racheal Kigame and Salome Gathoni for producing this report and to Matías deEzcurra,
Enrique Yervez, Shikhar Agrawal and Paul Rose for their ongoing support.
Our hope is that these conversations ignite new possibilities within our listeners.
Sue Stockdale, Podcast host and Co-founder & Clive Steeper – Co-founder
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Our Theory of
Change
IF
we can provide access to diverse voices, inspirational stories and
broader perspectives

TO
help people increase understanding, have greater levels of tolerance
and eliminate stereotypes

THEN
we can improve people’s lives by helping them to transcend day to
day challenges, shape and challenge their views of the world and
reﬂect on what they are capable of achieving

BECAUSE
the world faces many challenges and people need inspiration to
believe they can have a positive impact - and inspiration is free
energy

Tracking the Journey
January 2020
First episode launched

October 2019

December 2021
50+ episodes published
featuring guests from
20 countries

Created the
non-proﬁt
organisation
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Guests
Diversity
Guests from 20 Countries
Such as:
Colombia, New Zealand, Greenland,
Kenya, Germany, South Africa,
Vietnam, United Kingdom, Hong
Kong, India, USA, among others.

Guest Proﬁles:
Adventurer, Astronaut, Brain Scientist, Charity
Leader, Entrepreneur, Farmer, Marathon
Runner, Psychologists, among others.

Audience Listenership
19%
United Kingdom

10%

49%

United States Of America
India

22%
UK

USA

Other Countries

India

Other countries

Data from impact survey, Oct 2021
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Our Impact

10%

3000%

Ranked in top 10% of
most popular podcasts
globally

Social media
engagement has now
increased by 3000%

50%
Over 50% of guests are
ﬁrst time podcasters

80%
70%

60%

37%

Would recommend
Access to Inspiration to
others

Changed their
perception of
podcasting after being
a guest

71%

Likelihood to be a
podcast guest in
future

40%

30%

20%
0%

45%
40%
35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%

Found the host's
questioning
style to be thought
provoking

75%

50%

10%

81%

14%
Very likely

Likely

0%

Neither likely
nor unlikely

14%
Unlikely

0%

Very unlikely

43%

29%
14%
Very likely

Likely

14%
Neither
likely nor
unlikely

Data from impact survey, Oct 2021

0%

unlikely

Likelihood to host
podcast in future

very
unlikely
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Listeners Reﬂections
‘Recently discovered Access to
Inspiration and I'm loving it. Just started
series 4 and it's a great accompaniment
on my morning walk, ensuring I begin
my day with a positive mindset. Keep
up the good work.’

‘To be honest podcasts were not
something I had engaged with
previously. However I can now
appreciate how useful they can be used
to inform an audience and raise
awareness of an organization or topic.'

Pieter, UK

Anonymous
‘Keep the information coming….I loved it!’

‘Your paradigm-shifting focus is "living
anthropology" in a nutshell.'

Beth, UK

Sklo, Poland
‘These sessions are full of wonderful little
gems. It's so wonderful to hear how
different people instigate inspiration by
sharing what they are passionate about.
Sue has a great ability to ask questions to
get the story-telling going.’

‘Found this by chance and found it a
really good listen. A random group of
subjects but all with fascinating lives and
something useful to say.‘

Mike, UK

Eveline, Netherlands

‘Podcast conversations always enable
me to look at my own journey from the
host's point ofview and that is really
powerful way to connect the dots of your
own journey’.

‘Really enjoying listening to a very
interesting and motivating group of
people answer some thought provoking
questions. Inspirational and
encouraging, thank you.‘

Anonymous

Anna, UK

‘So many stories to tell, so many people
waiting to hear them.’

Anonymous

Data from impact survey, Oct 2021
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Listeners Reﬂections

‘Heard Sameer Dua’s podcast. Very
inspiring. Lots of take aways!’

‘You can actually be inspired by people
who are different from you.‘

Anonymous

Sharmila, India

‘We should not shy away from telling
personal stories. They are more
authentic and impactful.’

‘I enjoyed learning about the reasons you
do the show.’

Racheal, Kenya

Data from impact survey, Oct 2021

Anonymous
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Podcast Perception
‘Podcasts are more accessible than I thought'.
‘I now have better understanding of the preparation that goes into
podcasting'.
‘I decided it would be fun to do one of my own podcasts'.
‘People really do enjoy listening to good life changing stories. That
inspiration is really needed in our busy lives to just stop and reﬂect'.
‘I am aware of how little diversity there is featured in many podcasts,
particularly in the UK since learning about Sue's podcast, which show cases
inspiration from a variety of people with rich and diverse backgrounds'.
‘To be honest podcasts were not something I had engaged with previously.
However I can now appreciate how useful they can be used to inform an
audience and raise awareness of an organization or topic'.
‘Awareness of technology and data around podcasting has improved'.
‘Podcasts can be an effective marketing tool. I have become more aware of
the promotional aspect of podcasting'.

Data from impact survey, Oct 2021
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Guests Experience

'When Sue asked me to deﬁne success, my answer was that the more
money I make, the more successful I am. She challenged me, and got out
of me that actually my motivation is in writing music that generates a
response from people. Something I always knew, but never had as the
primary reason for being a composer - it's so much more than just a job'.
'It was a comfortable and casual conversation that ﬂowed into really
important topics'.
'The free-ﬂow nature of conversation combined with really interesting
questions on diverse topics'.
'The opportunity to speak about overcoming challenges'.
'The depth of questions and discovering new things'.
'The thoughtful questions and the humour'.

Data from impact survey, Oct 2021
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Team Reﬂections

Data from impact survey, Oct 2021
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What's Your Story?
Founded on the belief that everyone can be
inspirational to others; we enable our guests to open up and
share their life and experiences with listeners.

There is no greater agony
than bearing an untold story
inside you.
Maya Angelou

Sue Stockdale
Co-founder and Podcast Host
sue@accesstoinspiration.org
Telephone + 44 (0) 7780 670664

Looking forward to hosting you!

